Basic Technical and Hospitality Information
Technical and Hospitality Contract Riders, with more specific details, are
available upon request, and will be included with performance contract.
Stage
Minimum Dancing area: 30' feet wide x 25' feet deep performance space,
excluding wings or other space rendered unavailable for some reason. Larger space
is preferable. A smaller space can be negotiated as part of the contract when fewer
dancers are to be cast. Details must be clarified as part of agreement.
Floor: Marley floor if available, to be laid on top of stage surface. Voloshky can
provide if necessary. NO concrete! Please note that stage must be clean and dry for
performance.
Dressing Facilities
Separate room or rooms sufficient for dancers, costumes and personal effects, with
drinking water, near the performance space. Toilet facilities should also be nearby.
Racks and/or clean surfaces for costumes are requested, as is steamer and iron with
ironing board. Voloshky can provide steamer and iron if necessary.
Sound
Technical staff and professional-quality sound system with sufficient channels,
microphones, stands, stage monitors and CD player. Many performances need only
CD projection and sufficient microphones to pick up voices of dancers during some
numbers. Voloshky can provide a sound system if necessary.
Lighting
General stage lights with gels.
Meals
Regular meals, or reasonable compensation for accessible meals, are requested for
company members during time under contract.
Overnight Accommodations
When overnight stays are agreed upon, double occupancy hotel rooms generally
expected. Other arrangement may be negotiated as part of contract, as long as
comfort, security and reasonable privacy is maintained. If bus charter is involved in
Voloshky’s travel, separate hotel room must be provided for the driver(s).
Contacts
Please provide Voloshky with names and contact information of:
• venue’s technical director
• last minute contact (day of performance and during travel)
Merchandise
Voloshky may request suitable space to sell T-shirts, videos and DVDs.
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